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Large language models (LLMs) can solve tasks 

without explicit training 

Fine-tuning LLMs on groups of tasks boosts 

zero-shot task generalization 

Prior work has focused on English LLMs/tasks 

Multilingual LLMs show zero-shot abilities

FLAN T0

GPT-3

MetaICL

XLM-RXXL XGLM mT5+SAP AlexaTM

But zero-shot trails task/lang. specific finetuning

Hard to address for low-resource languages and tasks 

Goal: study multilingual multitask finetuning for zero-

shot task generalization on non-English tasks 

Key findings:   
(1) English multitask finetuning helps non-English tasks 

(2) Multingual finetuning data further helps 

(3) Larger models benefit more from multitask finetuning 

(4) Finetuning helps tasks on rarely seen languages

BigScience Workshop



Finetuning data
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xP3: adds 28 multilingual datasets to 

Public Pool of Prompts (P3) used by 

New task clusters: SimplificationTranslation

Program Synthesis Code Miscellaneous

xP3 aims to replicate ROOTS distribution 

(same 46 languages and code are used) 

Non-English: xP3mt (machine translations)
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Dataset variants
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Finetuned models
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Two families of models are finetuned:

BLOOM mT5

Decoder-only (560M 176B params) 

Pretrained on ROOTS for 350B tokens 

Finetuned for 13B tokens 

Loss is only enforced on target tokens

! Encoder-decoder (300M 13B params) 

Pretrained on mC4 for 1T tokens 

Similar finetuning to BLOOM 

Inputs are fed into the encoder (rather 

than space-separated) 

!

Translate to English: Je t'aime. I love you.
Input Target

BLOOMZ-P3 mT0-P3 BLOOMZ mT0 BLOOMZ-MT mT0-MT

Finetuned on P3 Finetuned on xP3 Finetuned on xP3mt
Finetuned variants

Loss enforced here



Evaluation details
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Evaluate on three held-out task clusters:

Coreference Resolution Sentence Completion Natural Language Inference

Additional evaluation for program synthesis (not held-out task cluster):  

Rank classification used for selection (score log-likelihood of completions) like GPT-3, T0, etc. 

For each eval dataset: 5 prompts randomly chosen from PromptSource & used for all language splits 

The median score of the 5 prompts per language split is reported 

Generation evaluations are assessed with the LM-evaluation-harness implementation

HumanEval



Results: Zero-shot multilingual task generalization
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Observations
mT0-13B outperforms BLOOMZ

mT0-13B outperforms mTk-Instruct-13B

xP3 outperforms P3 for finetuning

Potential explanations
longer pretraining encoder-decoder mask objective

Difference in prompting style (structured vs informal)

Extra tasks/prompts help generalization (Chung et al., 2022)

Sentence Completion (XCOPA & XStoryCloze) Coreference Resolution (XWinograd)

XGLM-7.5B
BLOOM
mTk-Instruct-13B

BLOOMZ-P3
BLOOMZ
mT0-13B

accords with T. Wang et al. (2022); Tay et al. (2022)

also holds on English tasks

T. Wang et al., "What Language Model Architecture and Pretraining Objective Work Best for Zero-Shot Generalization?", arxiv (2022) 
Y. Tay et al., "Unifying Language Learning Paradigms", arxiv (2022) 
H. Chung et al., "Scaling Instruction-Finetuned Language Models", arxiv (2022)
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Results: Language generalization
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Observation BLOOMZ-P3 outperforms BLOOM

Takeaway Zero-shot multilingual task performance improves after finetuning on English-

only prompts on languages were only seen during pretraining

Significant potential benefits (difficult to collect low-resource language data)

Sentence Completion (XCOPA & XStoryCloze) Coreference Resolution (XWinograd)

BLOOM BLOOMZ-P3
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Results: Language generalization (cont.)
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Study performance on languages "never intentionally seen" (due to scale it's hard to be sure)

In practice, tiny fractions of these languages are found in pretraining 

Note: XNLI labels correlate with Levenshtein edit distance (character inspection could outperform chance)

Natural Language Inference Coreference Resolution

Sentence CompletionXNLI performance improves with BLOOMZ

(e.g. Thai constitutes 0.006% of data)

Chance (33%)



Results: Multilingual prompting
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To study performance on non-English prompts, xP3 prompts are translated (xP3mt)

BLOOMZ-MT outperforms BLOOMZ on non-English (translated) prompts, but worse on English 

Results on mT0-13B are mixed 

Human-translated prompts achieve better scores than machine-translated prompts

human translations work better



Results: Scaling multitask finetuning
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mT0 improves particularly rapidly with model size  

The gap between BLOOM and BLOOMZ grows with model size

gap grows 

with scale

scales well

Multitask finetuning benefits larger models more



Influence of multitask finetuning on generative tasks
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Natural language Generation (NLG)

Natural language Understanding (NLU)

NLU tasks improve under finetuning 

NLG tasks worsen as finetuning continues longer

HumanEval (function completion)

Training tokens (billion)

Performance drops for BLOOMZ

Possible cause for generative drop: finetuning encourages shorter completions

(no code)

higher is better

Partial mitigation: force longer generation (ignore <EOS>)
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Code generation
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BLOOM generation BLOOMZ generation

BLOOMZ is biased towards more concise code

BLOOMZ produces 17x fewer comments



Influence of language proportions
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Finetuned models (broadly) do better on languages better represented in pretraining (ROOTS) 

Note: xP3 aims to match the ROOTS language distribution

How do language proportions in pretraining affect the performance of multitask-finetuned models?
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Qualitative results

Machine translations
A kingdom in the forest was under a 
terrible dragon. All those who tried to 
defeat the dragon died. The king and 
queen asked the people to give them a 
child, that they would like to save the 
kingdom from the curse of the dragon. 
One day, the queen gave birth to a boy 
with a huge head and eyes that shone like 
stars. The king and queen named the boy 
Elliot. Elliot would grow up to be a young 
giant. He would save the town.

On the night of the first storm, a giant 
dragon, named Odin, struck a princess to 
the finger. So a troll, named Odin, went to 
save the princess. Then this one was loved 
by everyone.

Forcing longer generations

Answer to "Why is the sky blue?" https://xkcd.com/1818/References/image credits: 
N. Muennighoff et al., "Crosslingual Generalization through Multitask Finetuning", arxiv (2022)  
(Google translate) https://translate.google.co.uk/

https://xkcd.com/1818/
https://translate.google.co.uk/


v

Most prior work has focused on English prompts and datasets 
Concurrent work                                                   train English & 
multilingual models on prompted datasets (Tk-Instruct/mTk-Instruct) 
Comparisons are reported with BLOOMZ, mT0 and mTk-Instruct
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v
Multitask prompted finetuning (or "Instruction finetuning") 
Brings boost to zero-shot task generalisation 
This work builds on                  
Increasing scale/diversity of tasks and datasets brings benefits 

"Never intentionally seen" generalisation 
                        discovered that unintentional inclusion of non-
English text enables some non-English generation 
This work: finetuning supports languages "not intentionally seen"
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v

Multilingual models 
Aim to enable processing of multiple languages 

Two particular families of architectures have emerged: 
•Encoder-decoder 
•Decoder-only  
This work uses   

XLM (2019)
XLM-R (2019) M2M-100 (2021)

mBART (2020) mT5 (2020)
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Takeaways and released assets
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Takeaways 
Finetuning on English-only data (P3) helps a multilingual model generalize to tasks in other languages  

Finetuning on multilingual data (xP3) brings even better performance 

Finetuned models can generalize to languages "never intentionally seen" to some extent 

Finetuning on machine-translated prompts can improve non-English prompt performance 

Larger models benefit more from finetuning 

Finetuning on short targets may bias models to produce short outputs (hurts generative performance) 

Released assets 
xP3 - a corpus of tasks in 46 languages (together with machine-translated prompts, xP3mt) 

All trained models produced in this work
Released models include



Nuts and bolts of finetuning
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BLOOM finetuning 
The token loss is scaled to the length of the target it belongs to 

E.g. multiple-choice QA targets are much shorter than translation targets 

Samples longer than 2048 tokens are skipped 

Packing is used to train efficiently on multiple samples concurrently 

The final checkpoint is chosen based on validation performance 

mT5 finetuning 
mostly similar to BLOOM, but inputs are processed by the encoder 

Implemented with the T5X framework on TPUs


